
Alden Mills - Alden grew up on a small farm, in a small town in central
Massachusetts. His first dream was to graduate from the United States Naval
Academy and attended Navy SEAL training. 
He became a nationally-recognized rower—as a gold medalist in the Olympic
Festival, then as Captain of the freshman and varsity teams at the US Naval
Academy. Then he served with distinction as a Navy SEAL platoon commander no
less than three times. And after his time as a Navy SEAL, Alden became an
entrepreneur, leading his first company to $90 million in sales in just three years,
becoming an Inc. 500 CEO.
How did he do it all?  Through persistence. That’s right, Alden learned that if he
could become fully committed to driving change each and every day, he would
achieve significantly better outcomes.  Alden was particularly persistent about
learning from his failures.
He has codified his most successful leadership practices in a framework
called C.A.R.E.—detailed in his latest book, Unstoppable Teams:
Connect, and you’ll build trust.  Achieve more, and you’ll create direction.
 Respect others, and you’ll build an environment of continuous contributions.
 Empower others, and you’ll create ownership within your team.
To no one’s surprise, Alden’s motto is, “To lead is to serve—and to serve is to
care.”  He believes success is available to everyone, not just a chosen few. And he
believes that your potential is much greater than you know.
Start expanding your leadership impact today—and let Alden help you get
#FiredUp and Be Unstoppable!
To book Alden Mills call Executive Speakers Bureau at 901-754-9404.

Testimonials

Alden Mills

"Alden Mills is an exceptional storyteller! His military service, combined with his
successful entrepreneurship, provides a compelling perspective. Alden’s
Unstoppable Teams presentation resonated with our audience."

- VP, Education Missouri Hospital Association.

“The only easy day was yesterday,” so goes the motto for the Navy SEALs. It’s
true. Life was easy before my team and I met Alden Mills. Ever since, the
ambition to be unstoppable has been our rallying cry. Alden first impressed me
with the meticulous level of precision with which he prepared to address our
team. He understood our firm’s mission and values, our roles, and even our
philosophies. It’s clear this wasn’t just another gig for him; he forged a deep
connection and conveyed a sincere interest to transform our thinking. During the
main event, Alden was captivating. He perfectly mixed all of the ingredients to
craft a bespoke feast for our eyes, ears, and spirit. Filled with wit, shock,
strategy, engagement, and distinct personalities from his career, Alden had us
hypnotized with artfully chosen words and movements. If you want someone to
make you happy, call a therapist. If you want an ex-Navy SEAL and entrepreneur
to make you better, call Alden.” 

- Head of Global Distribution, Thornburg Investment Management.
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